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Abstract 
 
 
Interpreting the Costume Designs of In the Next Room through Victorian fashions of the 1890s. 
 
by 
 
Devario Simmons 
 
BA in Production Studies Clemson University ‘13 
 
MFA in Costume Design 
 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
 
2016 
 
Major Director: Toni-Leslie James, Head of Design/Tech, VCU Department of Theatre 
 
 
 
 
 
This thesis explores and describes key factors in my process of designing the costumes 
for In the Next Room or the Vibrator Play by Sarah Ruhl. The document encompasses 
justification of decisions made through the researching and producing of period costumes for live 
performance and the challenges and obstacles faced to make seamless transitions during 
performance.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1 
Introduction 
 
I had the pleasure of designing In the Next Room for a paper project my first year in graduate 
school at VCU. The content of the play was interesting to me because it is a contemporary drama 
exploring female sexuality in the late Victorian era. The late Victorian era, with its proper and 
uptight society, seemed to be a foreign place for sexual themes of the 
play. After discovering and researching the period I was delighted to know that the situations and 
science of the play were a mostly accurate depiction of the treatment of women, which gave the 
play even more truth to the Victorian period than I had initially thought.  
 
Figure 1: Victorian Advertisement for Treatment. 
Having the opportunity to design a realized production of the play brought forth its own 
challenges, because I was now trying to develop alternative opinions about a play that 
I had previously read. I constantly fought myself to get some other type of understanding of 
who these characters were mainly because I was designing the show before it was cast and 
Dr. Jan Powell, the director, was hesitant to tell me her vision before casting was complete. 
 2 
I cannot say enough how thankful I was to be able to design for the theatre department’s 
production because there are certain skills that can only be obtained through the actual 
designing of a show.  When designing for a paper project you have the freedom to create 
your own concept and character developments and you do not have to take into 
account directorial concepts outside of your own, along with budget limitations, sourcing, 
building period costumes, actor body types, scene transitions, and other elements that go 
into a live production. This thesis will explore my process as a costume designer and attempt 
to authenticate my educational gain through the costume design program at Virginia 
Commonwealth University.    
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Synopsis  
The story of In the Next Room or the Vibrator Play by Sarah Ruhl is written to reveal the 
daily woes of Victorian women in the late 1890’s, which are surprisingly still relevant today.  Dr. 
Givings runs an upscale, private medical practice from his home in Upstate New York and is 
married to a beautiful young woman, Catherine Givings, who has recently had their first child.  It 
is the dawn of electricity, this has not only changed the lighting about the house but also the way 
Dr. Givings cures “hysteria” with the new medical invention, the electric vibrator.  The vibrator 
allows for Dr. Givings to refrain from using the old manual method, his hands, which took more 
time and was less successful during the procedure. The new invention forces Mrs. Givings and 
Mrs. Daldry, a patient of Dr. Givings, to identify the lack of sexual satisfaction and the stale 
nature of their lackluster marriages after using the vibrator on one another and experiencing an 
orgasm. When Elizabeth, the Daldry’s housekeeper, comes to care for the Givings’ baby, she 
reveals that the experience they desire sexually happens for her naturally from “intimate relations 
with her husband”.  This intimate revelation encourages the women and empowers them to take 
matters into their own hands, literally.  Sarah Ruhl has successfully written 
a poignant and inspirational comedy about real women with real problems in real need.  
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Director’s Concept and Concerns  
 
As a costume designer it is crucial to build professional relationships with directors in the 
field. We are privileged at VCU to be able to have guest directors during the season.  Dr. Jan 
Powell, artistic director of the Quill Theatre in Richmond, VA, took on the challenge of directing   
this period comedy because she liked the notion of the women being restricted not only by the 
confines of society but also quite literally by their clothing.  She also expressed that is was 
important that the characters seemed human, real and recognizable. Her main concern was with 
the blocking and choreography of the play due to the fact that multiple characters have to disrobe 
on stage, which could have been problematic if the changes did not happen perfectly each time. 
Before meeting with the director, a designer should have read the play, have some loose ideas 
about the characters, and also have a vocabulary of the period.  The director expressed the 
importance of the differences between men and women of the period, referencing how much 
power men exuded in the home as well as societal restrictions on women of the late Victorian 
era.  In my opinion, the females cast in the show had more physical presence and trumped the 
males in visual appearance because they naturally appeared the ages of the scripted characters 
they were portraying. Though I had not worked with Dr. Powell, it was comforting that she 
seemed to trust my artistry with her vision. 
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Plot Summary 
 
Act I, Scene 1: 
We start the play in the home of the Givings family which also houses the operating room 
of Dr. Givings; he would be known today as a gynecologist. It is the dawn of electricity and Mrs. 
Givings is playing with the electrical light explaining to her newborn baby its mysteries. At this 
same moment we learn that Mrs. Givings is having a hard time nursing her daughter for lack of 
developing an adequate milk supply and baby girl will not latch. We meet Dr. Givings, his 
interaction with his wife and child seems very cold and distant. He notifies Mrs. Givings that he 
will have a patient arriving and she should stay clear of the places where she would come in 
contact with the ill patient, Mrs. Daldry. Mr. and Mrs. Daldry arrive on the scene creating a 
circus like atmosphere in the Givings’ home. Mrs. Daldry enters in a dramatic hat with a veil 
because she is sensitive to light from her “hysteria”. She has also somehow lost the ability to 
“play the piano”, which is a metaphor that suggests that she is also no longer having sex with her 
husband. Mr. Daldry only speaks to the doctor illustrating that he feels women shouldn’t speak 
unless spoken to.  
 As the first scene progresses Mrs. Givings and Mrs. Daldry meet when Mrs. Daldry hears 
the baby crying and expresses a desire to hold it. The two women bond over the thought of 
children and motherhood in the Victorian era, which leads Mrs. Givings to awkwardly inform the 
Daldrys that she and Dr. Givings are seeking a wet-nurse because she is not able to produce 
enough milk. The Daldrys offer the services of Elizabeth, their housemaid, who has recently lost 
her new born child. By the end of the scene we are introduced to Annie, Dr. Givings’ assisting 
nurse. She is a serious woman and often only speaks of business related topics, leaving her 
personal opinions to the imagination. 
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Act I, Scene 2: 
Elizabeth is undergoing an examination from Dr. Givings who determines that she is 
healthy enough to nurse his daughter. The baby latches to Elizabeth’s breast naturally which 
severely saddens Mrs. Givings. Elizabeth sympathizes with the pain this has caused Mrs. Givings 
and suggests that she feed the baby in the nursery.  Mrs. Daldry is in the midst of receiving her 
electric simulation when there is a sudden power outage.  The doctor instructs Annie to finish the 
treatment using her hand. Mrs. Daldry finds the manual simulation extremely pleasurable and 
yells out Annie's name as she orgasms, starting a rather interesting attraction. Mrs. Givings is 
struck by curiosity of her husband’s occupation from hearing the exclamations yelled throughout 
the home by Mrs. Daldry. By the end of the act we see Mrs. Givings and Mrs. Daldry in the 
operating room using the vibrator on one another.    
 Act II, Scene 1: 
We are introduced to Leo Irving; a heart-broken artist who suffers from the same 
symptoms as the women who have “hysteria”. His treatment is very similar to the women, but he 
is treated anally instead of vaginally. More drama is added when Mrs. Givings develops an 
infatuation for Irving as he tells her his theories on love and passion. Mrs. Givings begins focus 
her attention on Leo who she senses has more compatible sensibilities than her own husband, but 
he has developed feelings for the wet nurse, Elizabeth. He asks to paint Elizabeth as a “Madonna 
for the new ages” and offers her a sum of money that she can not refuse.  The scene concludes 
with a lament from Mrs. Givings, when she asks Dr. Givings to use the vibrator on on her, 
explaining how important it is for her to feel more love and intimacy from him as a husband. 
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Act II, Scene 2: 
The final scene addresses the intimacy and sexuality conflicts presented by the play. Dr. 
Givings witnesses the intimacy between his wife and Leo when he catches her with her hand on 
Leo's cheek, which in the Victorian period was seen as gesture of love. Dr. Givings interrupts 
Leo painting Elizabeth’s portrait in the living room. This angers the doctor even further, 
dramatized by the forceful and callous way he physically treats Leo during his last treatment.  
The Daldrys arrive and as Mrs. Daldry gets her treatment we have another unexpected surprise 
from Mr. Daldry, who expresses his attraction to Mrs. Givings. This expression of love is 
received with much distain and a slap from Mrs. Givings. After Mrs. Daldry’s treatment the 
doctor leaves for the country club and Elizabeth explains to the women that the sexual 
satisfaction they are desiring she experiences from “having relations” with her husband.  Leo 
returns to walk Elizabeth home. Elizabeth’s husband, realizing that she has allowed Leo to paint 
her with her breast exposed, demands that she quit her job working for the Givings. Annie and 
Mrs. Daldry realize that their attraction to each other has grown throughout the play. They share 
a kiss but realize a relationship would not be socially acceptable.   This leads to the instant end of 
their relationship. The play ends with Mrs. Givings and Dr. Givings outside in the snow as she 
teaches him the ways she wants to be sexually pleased. 
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Character Analysis 
Dr. Givings:  
A man in his forties, a specialist in gynecological and hysterical disorders.  He is a man 
of medicine, he devotes his energy towards his medical profession, research and developing new 
ways to treat his patients. Though he is more consumed with his job than his family, he is still 
portrayed as a “good” man; meaning all of the needs of his family are met and because of his job 
both his wife and child live an upper middle class life in Victorian society.  His softness with his 
wife helps prove that this man may be totally consumed with work, but his family matters to 
him. We witness a character shift in the play when he catches his wife caressing the face of 
another man and we transform from being a soft, gentle man to one that is stern and angered. By 
the end of the play we learn that he is still willing to learn and he acknowledges his wife's needs 
for the first time during the play and they both end up experiencing new sexual intimacy. 
Catherine Givings:   
The wife of Dr. Givings, a new mother in her late twenties. At the beginning of the play, 
Mrs. Givings comes off very young and naive. Throughout the play one would gather that she is 
suffering from what we now recognize as postpartum depression. This theory is strengthened 
with later knowledge that she cannot, for reasons not explained, nurse her child; leaving her 
feeling a since of disconnection from her child and she also ponders heavily on how her child 
will love her if she cannot nurse. As the play continues she is less formal than others because she 
feels emboldened to challenge etiquette of the time. By the end of the play she does have the 
ability to take charge of life situations instead of succumbing to the insecurities we view in first 
part of the play.     
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Sabrina Daldry:  
The featured patient of Dr. Givings, wife to Mr. Daldry, a woman in her early thirties, 
and what I call the “jewel of society.” Mrs. Daldry is in a state of shock and despair which leads 
to her treatment for hysteria. Though she is a key part of the drama, she mainly keeps to the rules 
and limits of wealthy women in Victorian society. 
Mr. Daldry: 
The husband of Sabrina Daldry, a gentleman aged 40-50. Though Mr. Daldry is only in a 
few scenes, I found his personality that of misogyny, luxury and entitlement. He often disregards 
others while they are speaking, especially if it is a woman and finds space to have conversation 
with the men in the room. If he does have an interaction with a woman it reads as if he is looking 
down upon the woman as if she is not intelligent enough have a conversation with him. He does 
have a moment of weakness in the presence of Mrs. Givings, trying to kiss her, as he reveals that 
he too has struggled with his wife’s hysteria because he cannot continue to see her has unhappy 
and fragile as she is. 
 
Annie:  
She is Dr. Givings’ midwife assistant and in her late thirties. Annie has few lines in the 
play but a very important role. Being that Annie is a woman, she is instantly trusted by the other 
women and they do not mind exposing themselves or secrets to her. Unlike everyone else in the 
story Annie has not been married and has no children. As the story progresses we find that 
passion too captures Annie and she gives Mrs. Daldry a kiss on the lips which comes off as a 
surprise to Mrs. Daldry leaving the interaction between both women awkward even though they 
have become close over the last two months. 
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Leo Irving: 
Another patient of Dr. Givings and an Englishman in his twenties or thirties. An artist 
with theories of his own of how life and love should work. He comes in to be treated of hysteria, 
which is rare in men. Like others, after being treated he finds his creative outlet and begins to 
paint again. He is a man full of proverbs on life, never really speaking fact but theories and wide 
images of expressions “artists” are often written. 
Elizabeth:  
An African-American in her early thirties, maid of the Daldry’s and wet nurse to the baby 
girl of the Givings. Not the least dynamic character by far, but possibly the most looked over. 
Throughout the play she is given the most but probably lacks the most. She has just lost a child at 
the age of 2 months and is now acting as a feeding device for the Givings. She is quiet, meek and 
often only speaks if spoken to. She is possibly the one that is looked down on the most in the 
play because she is African American. It is comical that she is the only person in the play that is 
actually seeming to have enjoyable sex with her husband and is also having orgasms. She also 
alone fills all of the needs of the other characters of the play; being the maid to the Daldrys, the 
wet nurse for the Givings and the muse for Leo but no one can help her in her situation of not 
only losing a child but also her faith with it. 
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Historical Background and Clothing Research: 
(Characters by appearance in the play) 
Mrs. Catherine Givings: 
I started research of Mrs. Givings 
with looking at paintings that gave a 
feeling of the emotions I felt she exuded 
throughout the play. It was important to 
know how being a mother defined a 
woman in the 1890s. I saw lots of paintings 
that showed endearing relationships from a 
mother to her child, seen in Figure 2, which 
is one of Mrs. Givings’ main struggles 
throughout the play. In the beginning of the play she seems 
very aloof and immature. 
She often misses social 
cues and says things that 
a woman of her class and 
age should not. I felt like 
the woman in Figure 3 
portrayed that emotion 
through the painting. The 
light and delicate nature of her blouse in the painting was also 
Figure 2: Kendall, William - An Interlude (1907) 
 
Figure 3: John Singer Sargent, Lady 
Agnew of Lochnaw 
 
Figure 4: Late Victorian Fashion- 
Shirtwaist- 1890s Vintage Cabinet 
Photograph 
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an image that I wanted to include in her outfits. This led me to want to 
make her look a little younger than she actually is written in the play 
for the first section. It was a very 
important part of the storyline that she 
started as a seemingly innocent and naive 
young girl and became a strong woman 
that takes charge and knows what she 
wants from her life by the end. As seen in 
Figure #, she starts in a blouse and skirt. I 
wanted her to seem less formally dressed 
because it showed a great juxtaposition between the simple look of 
her first outfit compared to Mrs. Daldry.  
For Act I Scene 2 she is in more of a day ensemble of the period; her bodice and skirt are the 
same fabric of a light iridescent pink. With the color choice and proportion of the sleeves I was 
still able to evoke a sense of youth even though this type of outfit was 
of a more upscale woman of the Victorian 
period. Her Act II Scene 1 dress was in the 
costume stock at VCU and after seeing it I 
knew that it would be a perfect transition 
dress for the character’s story. This 
costume features a lower neckline than 
any other dress in the entire show. It is 
also a deeper color from the lighter shades 
Figure 8: Met Museum 
1890’s Day Dress 
Figure 5: Mrs. Givings 
Production Photo Act 1 
Sc 1 
Figure 6: Mrs. Givings 
Production Photo Act 1 Sc 2 
Figure 7: Mrs. Givings 
Production Photo Act 
2 Sc 2 
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she wore the first half of the show. It also 
features a slimmer silhouette than her 
previous costumes giving an older more 
sexual appearance. Her final outfit was 
designed around the idea that she had to 
“magically” get out of the dress because of 
the action in the scene. I first wanted to 
find dresses that looked like they opened 
entirely down the front or that could open 
down the front with different closure treatments. I used the images 
in Figure 9 and Figure 10 as starting inspiration for the design of 
her final dress. The dress in Figure 9 gave me the silhouette that I 
was looking for but did not give off the delicate nature that I felt 
she would have been at that time. I brought in the details from 
Figure 10 to soften the look. The fabric choice was great find in the 
costume shop and worked well with the color story of the character. 
I was relieved to have the watermark pattern in the moiré fabric 
because it allowed for it to have both the simplicity of a solid 
colored fabric but the interest of a patterned one with its tonal 
changes within the waves of the fabric. 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Blue day gown 
with Lace details 
Figure 9: Brown dress 
with velvet treatment 
Figure 11: Mrs. Givings 
Production photo Act 2 Sc 2 
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Dr. Givings: 
There are some great images of doctors in the Victorian 
period that I used to figure out what types of clothing Dr. Givings 
would wear. When I found the images Figure 12 and Figure 13 and 
shared them with the director, she agreed that this was the look she 
wanted for that character, 
even down to the beard! I 
knew he would mostly wear 
a vest, shirt, and pants with 
his lab coat over because 
most of the scenes are him administering medical therapy 
to his clients. I felt that it was important for him to have an 
understated look, compared to Mr. Daldry, because his 
daily concern is his medical practice not the clothing he 
wears. His color palette came from the interior of the set which was a 
request of the director; she wanted it to be obvious that for Mrs. 
Givings he had become just another piece of the home she was 
responsible to take care of but not receive it in return. His second vest 
was a nod to an obsession the director and actor created for the 
character that also was a staple, according to research, of what many 
gentlemen wore. Dr. Givings gives much credit to Thomas Edison 
during the play and almost praises him like a god because of his 
invention of electricity. In many of the photos of Thomas Edison he 
Figure 12: Portrait of 
Samuel-Jean Pozzi 
Figure 13: College Student c 1890's Munich 
portrait 
Figure 14: Dr. Givings 
Production photo Act 1 
Sc 1 
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has on a dark vest and tie with dark pants to 
match. The vest often featured a collar and was 
single breasted. I was fortunate enough to find 
a vest in costume storage that was made 
beautifully and fit 
the actor very well. 
He also wore a 
frock coat and 
homburg that helped 
notify the audience that he was coming back in from outside of the 
house. An example of a 19th C frock coat is seen in Figure 12 which 
is a portrait of Samuel-Jean Pozzi who was a surgeon and 
gynecologist during the Victorian period.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Thomas Edison holding light bulb 
 
Figure 16: Dr. Givings 
Production photo Act 2 
Scene 1 
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Annie: 
 Thanks to Florence Nightingale, views of the nursing 
profession changed during this period from being a stigma of 
prostitutes and alcoholics to key figures in the medical workforce. 
For this production the actor cast was younger than what was 
suggested in the script. The director and I both agreed that the role 
did not require older age and we did not want to attempt to age the 
actress.  Annie was not a hospital nurse 
but a private practice nurse. I toyed 
between her wearing a traditional 
Victorian nursing uniform or putting her 
in something less formal but with the noticeable features a nurse 
would have. The director was interested in knowing if there was a 
way to get both a look that seemed like a 
uniform but also seemed suited to a less 
formal atmosphere. That conversation and 
many images led to a deconstructed uniform look that featured the 
over all color black basic outfit they wore without the nurse’s hat and 
other regalia. I also wanted to exclude many of the fancy trims and 
frills from Annie’s costume to help give a more masculine suit-like 
feel to aid her personal story of being a lesbian in the play. Annie is 
also one of the few characters that we see entering and leaving the 
Figure 17: Victorian Nurse 
CDV Stratford- Peter 
Maleczek 
 
Figure 19: Annie 
Production photo Act 1 
Scene 2 
Figure 18: Annie 
Production photo Act 1 Sc 1 
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home. I gave her a beautiful over coat and black straw hat featuring a black ribbon to help 
indicate that she was entering from out doors.  
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Mr. Daldry: 
Though we never know his occupation, we do know that 
money is no object because of how he talks about it in the story. 
I looked for what seemed to be more luxurious menswear 
because the show requires his wealth to be apparent. I instantly 
knew that this character would wear a top hat because it gives 
off the formality that he wants to exude and was a popular style 
for wealthy men of the era. I found gentlemen either wearing or 
caring a top hat and dissected the 
clothing that they were wearing 
to find which styles would be appropriate for my actor. The 
overcoat stock had an inverness coat 
that fit the actor which was perfect, but 
after seeing it on stage, we decided 
that since the cape portion seemed 
short it was best to remove it from the 
coat.  I thankfully found images of a 
gentleman that had proportions that were very similar to my actor’s 
which allowed me to pick the correct styles of clothing to put him in. 
Knowing that he was the wealthiest person, I wanted him to have a 
lush and nearly over dressed look to him. I kept him in a similar outfit 
to one in Figure 21. The look of the lighter pants gave the feeling of a morning suit which was 
Figure 20: Portrait Photograph of 
Edward VII 
 
Figure 21: King Edward VII 
Figure 22: Mr. Daldry 
Production photo Act 2 
Sc 2 
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the highest form of dress before formal wear. I also chose an ascot for neckwear to complete the 
look.  
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Mrs. Daldry: 
 Unlike many people in the play, the journey of Mrs. 
Daldry is the most unclear initially. She appears very fragile 
and sensitive, but also very sure of her place in society. Ruhl 
writes that Mrs. Daldry first enters the play in a “mourning 
like state”. Mourning and the color black had a direct 
correlation in the period, but since she only exemplified the 
emotional state I felt that it would 
not be appropriate to put her in the 
color black. I wanted a dark color 
to illustrate her wealth and 
emotional state without using black, so I started with a navy blue 
fabric that represented the deepness 
without the connotation of death. The 
design of the dress was based off a 
similar one at the Met in Figure 23. I 
already planned to build every costume 
for this character, because I knew It would be difficult to find skirt 
lengths for the height of the actress. Like Mrs. Givings, Mrs. Daldry 
had a quick change from Act I Scene 1 to Act I Scene 2 which was 
made easier by changing her bodice and keeping the same skirt. 
This bodice was similar in silhouette but featured a different sleeve 
and seam lines to change the focal point of the bodice. Act 2 Scene 1 I worked backwards, 
Figure 23: Front Mourning 
Dress. 1894-1896. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Figure 25: Mrs. Daldry 
Production photo Act 1 
Sc 2 
 
Figure 24: Mrs. Daldry 
Production photo Act 1 
Sc 1 
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because I previously designed her costume for the final 
scene. This was also a change 
that featured only a bodice 
change during the act. This 
bodice was inspired by Figure 
26;  the directionality and 
simplicity mixed with the 
relaxed nature of the sleeve 
meshed with her conversation 
style during this point in the play. For the first time, Mrs. Daldry 
seemed to take initiative and seemed at ease with the points she was 
presenting. For her final costume of the show I felt it was 
important to show that she had regained her active nature 
they spoke about at the beginning of the play. The walking 
suit, Figure 27, became very 
popular during this period and it 
showed the intention of activity 
the women wanted to do. Figure 
28 features a velvet bodice that 
still allowed Mrs. Daldry to 
present her wealth, and also fit into her show color palette, which is 
why I chose to find a similar color for her final costume.   
Figure 26: Day dress ca. 1890's From 
the Nordiska Museet 
Figure 28: Velvet bodice featuring 
turquoise trim (1894) 
Figure 29: Mrs. Daldry 
Production photo Act 2 Sc 2 
 
Figure 27: 1891 Walking 
Suit with black and white 
details 
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The ritual of getting dressed for a Victorian woman 
consisted of putting on many layers which we experience many 
times throughout Mrs. Daldry’s 
actions in the play. The 
undergarments can be broken down 
into two different categories; 
underlinens, which are there to be a 
protective barrier from body fluids 
and structural garments, that created 
the “in vogue” silhouette of the period. The first layer was either a 
chemise worn with a pair of bloomers or a combination which 
became fashionable layer in the period making the two 
pieces one at the waist seam. Over these garments they 
used corsets to shape and mold the bodies into an 
extreme hourglass figure. 
Though the garments 
limited certain 
movements, they were so 
popular that there were 
many advertisements that 
explained the benefits of wearing one. After the corset a petticoat 
would be worn to help fill out the skirt portion of the silhouette. They 
Figure 30: Camisole and 
Bloomers Set 1890s 
Figure 31: Women in Victorian 
Corset 
 
Figure 32: 1890’s Lace featured petticoat 
 
Firue 33: Mrs. Daldry 
Production photo Act 2 Sc 1 
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are made similar to the skirts of the period, but featured rows of ruffles at the bottom allowing 
the skirt resting on the petticoat to appear fuller.    
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Elizabeth: 
This character represents the lowest 
economic class and also the laboring class of 
this time period. Photographs of African 
American women as wet nurses in this period 
helped figure what details to incorporate in her 
costume. I wanted to mimic the two textures or 
patterns as seen in Figure 34 because it gives 
the impression of an outfit that was pieced 
together and 
not made to order like the other outfits in the show. The 
length of her skirt was shorter to show the division on the 
class system. This places her inside the heavier labor class 
where longer length skirts were impractical because of the trip 
hazard. She also wears 
one costume the entire 
show until the end 
when she is asked to 
be painted like the Virgin Mary. Many of the paintings of 
the Madonna have her in colorful clothing but it is also 
mentioned that Elizabeth would be wearing a nightgown 
Figure 34: Portrait of Wet Nurse 
 
Figure 36: Organza and Lace 1890’s 
Robe/Nightgown 
Figure 35: Elizabeth Production photo 
Act 1 Sc 2 
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of Mrs. Givings for the portrait. This led me to do research of 
night gowns of the period. The final design features a white 
batiste fabric that was more opaque than the one featured in 
Figure 36.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 37: Elizabeth Production phot 
Act 2 Sc 1 
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Leo Irving: 
 I found this character  the most 
difficult because there were no specifics from the 
period to draw from like there were for the 
others. From the text we know that he is from a 
wealthy family but does not care to follow social 
trends, which is why he chose the life of an 
artist. I found that asking the director for 
physical attributes of the character the easiest 
way to 
create her vision. She went even further, and sent a few 
images of what she thought the character would look like; 
the images were modern, but it was a great way for us to 
find a different way of 
communicating, since putting 
the character into descriptive 
words was not as successful. 
The photo in Figure 38 is 
what I received from her, and I returned with the painting in Figure 
# which was from the period and still gave her the emotion and 
feeling she was looking for from the character. I also gathered from 
the script that he did not care for the formality of proper dress. I felt 
that he would still have on the items that were considered appropriate but they would not be 
Figure 38: Google Search Men’s Medium Hairstyles 
Figure 39:Polish School, 19th Century, 
portrait of a young man 
Figure 40: Leo Irving 
Production photo Act 2 Sc 1 
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matching like the other gentlemen. I purposely mixed blacks and browns in different tones to 
make his pieced together look obvious. I also excluded the starched collar which was a staple for 
a gentlemen during the Victorian period. Lastly the addition of an earthy colored scarf finished 
off his look giving him the archetypical artist piece but also allowing for the difference in the 
“romance” of a flowing scarf in juxtaposition of the stiff and lifeless neckwear the other male 
characters wear during the play.  
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The Importance of Wigs 
 The hair of this period was just as important as the clothing. The more intricate and well 
styled your hair was meant that you could afford to 
have others do it for you. I chose to have wigs for this 
production because it would be easier to keep the 
integrity of the styles. Also, a few of the actresses had 
shorter hair that would not be able to be done in the 
beautiful updos of the period.  
 I researched the hair the same way I did for the 
clothing. Finding those styles that were appropriate for 
both the characters’ economical status and occupation.  I 
am forever indebted to Mr. Robert -Charles Vallance of The Broadway Wig Company, his 
assistant Matthew Armentrout and the Wig and Makeup professor at VCU, Maura Cravey.  The 
women had wigs 
that evoke their 
class, status, and 
individual 
personalities which 
only strengthened 
the design of the 
characters.  
 
 
Figure 41: Portrait of Victorian Woman 
with Pompadour 
Figure 42: Megan Bucker in wig as Mrs. 
Givings 
Figure 43: Sean Pugerude in wig as Mrs. 
Daldry 
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Designing Transitions In: 
In theatre, time passes whichever way the playwright and director decides. Initially 
transitions were a main concern of my director. Quick transitions would also require a change in 
the costumes to support the timeline of the play.  Though the clothing in 
the Victorian period was beautiful, the people of that era did not have 
many and often had interchangeable items to make different looks 
possible. This was a great benefit for the 
show’s transitions and also the budget because 
I was able to incorporate this into the design of 
the play. I chose to make my changes more 
drastic since the timeline was day to day and 
not different moments within the same day 
which would have been a change similar to 
Figures 44 and 45.  At times this model was difficult because it was 
easy to slip into a stagnant color palette. Also, when the swatches that I 
had did not work I was subject to find fabrics online which often are not 
color correct.  I was wary of buying a fabric I had not physically seen for color matching, or 
touched for quality comparisons.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44: 1890s Beige 
Gown with Day 
Bodice 
Figure 45: 1890s Beige 
Gown with Evening 
Bodice 
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Swatching and Color Palette 
Since most of the show was going to be built at the VCU costume shop it was important 
that I knew what fabric options I had. There are only a select few fabrics shops and even fewer 
fabric options in the stores that are available in Richmond. Fortunately, I was able to go to New 
York to do more quality swatching. Since I started this process before the show was cast I 
swatched nearly everything that I thought would be needed for the costumes. It is very important 
to be as organized as possible during this process particularly because many of the fabric stores 
in New York do not have websites, and if they do, it is very rare that the site is as up to date as 
the inventory in their stores.  
 The economical status of the characters and the period 
research informed me of what kind of fabric I should look for 
while Swatching. Many of the dresses I found featured a 
fabric with some kind interest, such as a pattern or even an 
interesting iridescence. On top of the intriguing laces, moirés, 
and velvets were the trims which were used heavily in the 
period and also gave the look of a Victorian garment seen in 
Figure #. 
 After swatching it was important to also make sure that my decisions meshed with color 
palette of the other areas in the production; sets and lights. By this time in the process there was a 
color model of the set which informed me of what patterns and colors I should be looking for 
while going through my swatches. While looking at the model I did find that there were many 
patterns being used on the set; I found this could be a problem if there were too many patterns on 
the set between the design of the set and the patterns of the costume fabrics. The scenic designer 
Figure 46: Details in Victorian 
Bodice 1890s 
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and I came to a compromise of the patterns that were used. The set would use less than originally 
planned, but there would still be many patterns to look at because of the perspective of the set 
from the house seats, which lead me to use more solid fabrics in the production than I initially 
thought. The color palette developed through all of those processes, because they all inform was 
is available and also what can be used. 
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Sketching and Costume Renderings: 
 
A costume rendering is more than a drawing. It is a means of communication from 
costume designer to the director, production team, actors and most importantly the costume 
shops. These drawings must tell the director the direction that I as the costume designer plan on 
for each individual character. It is most important for the costume shops because they will turn 
the two dimensional drawings into actually pieces of clothing for the character to wear. The more 
information, such as seam lines and finishings, that are communicated through the drawing, the 
closer the costume shop can get to creating the costume I have designed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 47: Initial Black and White 
Sketch for Annie 
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Production Bible and Paperwork: 
 Researching, sketching and painting are only a small portion of costume design. The 
show bible is a physical binder that encompasses the entire process of the show. The action chart, 
budget and shopping list allow for quick referencing of the entire show, and give specificity to 
the items of clothing and allow for a plan of action to make the designs happen.  
1. Action Chart (Figure 48) 
The Action Chart is possibly the first piece of paperwork for each project, 
it breaks down each entrance and exit for every character. It also allows for a 
quick count of costumes needed throughout the play because it organizes the 
timeline. I went more in-depth with this action chart because the script was 
specific in placing the character in different rooms during the play and there 
would be action taking place in the different rooms simultaneously.  
Figure 48: Action Chart for In the Next Room VCU 2016 
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2. Budget (Figure 49) 
Budgeting 
takes into account 
every piece of 
clothing that needs to 
be in the show and 
puts a value on it to 
see what it would 
cost to do the show 
with the sources. I 
found it difficult to 
budget this show 
because I initially 
designed it before 
getting the cast. In 
retrospect I realize that  I needed to be more proactive regarding the budget. I 
should have generated the prospective budget for the due date of the project, and 
then re-did it after I had a full cast and pulled costumes for those specific 
parameters. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 49: Sample of Budgeting for In the Next Room 
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3. Shopping List (Figure 50) 
A shopping list is a detailed list of items that need to be purchased for the 
show that feature a photo of the garment, description, size, price and the specific 
web address for each item if being bought online. This makes it easy for 
purchasing and also for the assistant designers to find similar items if the items 
sourced are not available.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 50: Sample of Shopping list for options of suits for Leo Irving 
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The Production: 
 Thanks to the great patterning and draping taught by Neno Russell at Virginia 
Commonwealth University the students did an amazing job with the building of the costumes for 
the show. I think the main challenge of the fitting 
process was making sure that the best proportions 
were being used for each body type and often 
times the change is a mere inch in length but 
makes a big difference.  For example, we 
purchased a suit for the character of Leo and 
though it was bought in his size, making the jacket 
shorter esthetically looked better than the off-the-
rack proportions seen in Figure 51. I found that 
there was were still some immature choices in my 
design because I would choose certain trims 
because they made sense in color palette and were 
period appropriate but did not work functionally with what I wanted them to do on the garment.  
Also, the specifics in fit during this period heavily depends on the understructure; we had to start 
the build on Mrs. Daldry’s costumes before her actual corset arrived causing last minute 
proportion changes. It is always exciting to see the birth of the garments as they go from mock 
up muslin slopers, Figure 52, to final fabrics, Figure 53, and then have a life on stage. The 
process that goes into building a garment from scratch requires many edits. The following 
figures are a few mock-up to final fitting photos. 
Figure 51: Fitting of Dante Piro as Leo Irving 
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Figure 54: Mock up for 
Rendering 15 
Figure 55: Final Fitting 
for Rendering 15 
Figure 52: Mock up for Rendering 7 
 
Figure 53: Final Fitting for 
Rendering 7 
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Figure 58: Mock up for Rendering 
19 
 
Figure 56: Mock up for Rendering 4 
 
Figure 59: Final Fitting for Rendering 
19 
 
Figure 57: Final Fitting for Rendering 4 
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Conclusion: 
 All of this preliminary work comes to its peak on first dress. This day is one of the most 
intense days because all of the production elements are finally put together to make one cohesive 
package. Thankfully, all of the ground work paid off because the dress rehersals and transitions 
went smoother than any other I had experienced.  Each character evoked exactly what the 
director had envisioned. Through researching the Victorian era and the understating of Dr. Jan 
Powell’s vision of Sarah Ruhl’s play, I feel that this was a successful production. From the color 
palette to the specific garments, this design helped support the characters and their journeys 
throughout the play.  At VCU we are taught a very specific method of designing plays which, in 
my experience, has proven to be fail proof. 
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Appendix I: Final Costume Renderings 
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Cosume Plate I: Dr. Givings Act I Scene 1 
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Costume Plate II: Mrs. Givings Act I Scene 1 
 43 
Costume Plate III: Nurse Annie Act I Scene 1 
 44 
Costume Plate IV: Mrs. Daldry Act I Scene 1 
 45 
Costume Plate V: Mr. Daldry Act I Scene 1 
 46 
Costume Plate VII: Mrs. Givings Act I Scene 2 
 47 
Costume Plate VIII: Mrs. Daldry Act I Scene 2 
 48 
Costume Plate IX: Leo Iriving Act II Scene 1 
 49 
Costume Plate XI: Mrs. Givings Act II Scene 1 
 50 
Costume Plate XII: Elizabeth Act II Scene 1 
 51 
Costume Plate XIII: Mrs. Daldry Act II Scene 2 
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Costume Plate XIV: Mr. Daldry Act II Scene 1 
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Costume Plate XV: Mrs. Givings Act II Scene 2 
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Costume Plate XVII:  Elizabeth Act II Scene 2 
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Costume Plate XVIII: Dr. Givings Sct II Scene 2 
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Costume Plate XIX: Mrs. Daldry Act II Scene 2 
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Appendix II: Swatch Cards Corresponding to Final Costume Renderings 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate I 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate II 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate IV 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate V 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate VII 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate VIII 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate XIII 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate XIV 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate XV 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate XV 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate XVII 
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Swatching Card Corresponding to Costume Plate XIX 
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